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1) This is my #Qanon thread for November 16, 2019.

Q posts can be found here:

qanonposts.io

qposts.online

qntmpkts.keybase.pub

qanon.pub

My Theme: The Harvest

QMAP: Qanon Drops & POTUS Tweets
Be a part of the Great Awakening. Get real-time Qanon drops and POTUS tweets.

We are the news now!

http://qmap.pub

2) #Qanon, former FBI Director James Comey, and Devin Nunes appear to be speaking in
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coded messages about the coming prosecution of corrupt public officials using cornfields as
the motif. 

This tweet from Comey in June of 2018 was an example. 

James Comey
@Comey

So good to see new growth in Iowa and across the country.

11.3K 5:36 PM - Jun 16, 2018

6,382 people are talking about this
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3) This tweet from October of 2017 is another example. 

James Comey
@Comey

Good to be back in Iowa.

7,043 12:41 AM - Oct 21, 2017

1,185 people are talking about this
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4) In May of 2019, POTUS gave Attorney General Bill Barr the authority to declassify
documents related to Spygate.

Trump Gives Barr Authority to Declassify Information About Russia Pr…
President Trump gave Attorney General William Barr the authority to declassify

information about the origins of the Russia investigation, escalating a probe the

president has said would show his poli…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/trump-gives-barr-authority-to-declassify-information-about…

5) On July 25th, Q hinted that Devin Nunes might receive declassified documents from Barr
(a special package).
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6) Two days later, on July 27th, in an interview with Sean Hannity, POTUS confirmed that
Devin Nunes might receive declassified information from Barr.

0:00

7) That same day, Devin Nunes tweeted this. 

Devin Nunes
@DevinNunes

Corn ready for to be cut!

19K 5:47 PM - Jul 27, 2019

12K people are talking about this
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8) Later the same day, Comey tweeted this.

James Comey
@Comey

Millions of 2016 Trump voters are not racists.  Now those 
Americans need the strength of character to resolve they will not 
again vote for someone who clearly is.  It’s not about judges or 
taxes. It’s about who we are as a nation.

95.9K 12:19 AM - Jul 28, 2019

52.3K people are talking about this

9) Q responded, linking to Comey's tweet, inferring that his prosecution was drawing near. 

[ 93 dk] appears to have been a prediction that Q would go dark for 93 days, which in fact,
happened when 8chan went offline.
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10) This morning, Comey tweeted this with message the letter [Y] in brackets. 

James Comey
@Comey

“[Y]ou can't promote principled anti-corruption action without 
pissing-off corrupt people.”  George P. Kent, Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of State, November 14, 2019.

55.1K 1:25 AM - Nov 16, 2019

12.3K people are talking about this

11) This is Q's latest post regarding Comey. 
Note: The letter [Y] is in brackets.

(I'm not sure what "Six o' clock can be dangerous" means.)
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12) On February 14, 2019, the day Attorney General Barr was confirmed, Q indicated that the
JUSTICE phase of the operation had begun. 

"For those who decide to save the taxpayers some money - There is no escaping God."
Q

13) Q reposted that reminder today.

14)

15) @conservativma was Q'd for this tweet. 

ConservativeMom 
@conservativma

This was during a 9/11 ceremony in 2011, as a honor guard 
respected our American flag,                          Michelle turns to 
Hussein & says: 
"All this for a damn flag". Look at his expression as he nods in 
agreement. #Traitors 
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8,895 3:16 PM - Sep 1, 2019

11.4K people are talking about this

16) Video from above tweet. 

0:00

17) Q responded.
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18) The deep state has always used normal means of communication to discuss their plans,
until Trump took office. Since then, all comms picked up by NSA via signals intelligence
(which reveal their plans) are in Trump's hands.

19) Since Trump took office, bad actors have used X-Box and Play Station chats as well as
Gmail drafts to avoid having their comms collected by No Such Agency. 

Their attempts failed and platforms have had to scrub their servers after Q exposed what was
happening.
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20) Apparently, the latest attempt by the deep state is to create invitation-only groups on the
Star Wars game platform where they discuss their plans. 

(Star Wars gamers might experience a mysterious service interruption, soon.)

Link:

Star Wars: Commander
Drop by StarWars.com to catch a glimpse of Star Wars: Commander, a mobile

game which lets you side with the rebels or the empire!

https://www.starwars.com/games-apps/star-wars-commander

21) Game platform comms would explain the odd reference Comey made to Star Wars in this
tweet last month. 

A go signal to the team?

James Comey
@Comey

Those are my 7-year-old godson’s Star Wars toys. We promised 
not to take them down. And they are awesome anyway.

3,972 2:57 PM - Oct 13, 2019
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1,717 people are talking about this
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